
In the thousands of conversations I have, speaking with female business owners all over the world,

the feedback I generally get is, sales is: pushy, cringey, icky, uncomfortable, ‘not for me’. Then

there’s the self-doubt that comes with thinking your offer is too high, too low, not good enough

and worrying about whether you can deliver what you've promised to the client.

The Unsalesy-Sales Academy
 Learn to love selling and start attracting your 5* clients

most people have a pretty negative take on sales and selling. 

'Sales' gets a bad rap

Sales is the foundation of every business and it can also be one of the most beautiful aspects of

business if you understand the four pillars of selling and the essence of how it really works. (As

opposed to a common misunderstanding of sales).

Swell Coach Ltd

This programme, has been created with three important facts in mind, about you and your

vision.   For you to realise: 

The desires’ placed in your heart have been chosen for you -  they are yours to fulfil 

You have everything you need to bring your vision into your reality, your success is already

written 

You are the soul secret to your success AND you have the unique capacity to create your

lifestyle by design



Swell Coach Ltd

Be energetically aligned with your sales, financial and business goals; you already know

there is a place for you in the marketplace. Now you’ll be ready to claim it and have a

clear strategy and process to make it happen.

Target and replace limiting sales beliefs and rebuild a new and empowering perspective

on selling – from a foundation that is natural and comfortable for you. So that you can

learn to love selling, get excited by it, be fabulous at it and willingly engage in it!

Shift your perspective and relationship with money. Open yourself up to increase your

earning capacity, to receive abundantly and get paid what you’re worth, consistently.

Be heart aligned with your 5* clients and your message so you can powerfully connect

with them, draw them to you and impact their world.

Learn how to detect self-doubt so it doesn’t stop you, block you or hold you back from

creating the impact you desire and taking consistent action.  

Feel more in tune with your intuitive self – the one that already knows all there is and the

fastest, most efficient route for you to attract opportunities, clients, money and your

heart’s desires.

Unveil your Inner Sales Goddess, quietly waiting within, with a passion to make a

difference and the courage to set your 5* clients' world on fire

Develop the Energetics of Selling - how to sell naturally and comfortably so that you can

start winning an abundance of 5* clients, grow your business and create the lifestyle and

freedom you desire.

Be grounded in the certainty that your business success is inevitable and you are the

Creator of your business and lifestyle by design.



Swell Coach Ltd

Energetics of Selling:  

We explore the importance of energy and

how to use your personal energy to

become magnetic at sales and attract

your 5* clients that want to work with

you.

Week 1: 

Defining your Dream. What are the

specifics of the outcome you want for

your business?  Learn to create an

energetic alignment with a powerful

process that will bring your dream into

your reality.

Week 2: 

We look at the two sides of your mind: the

side where self doubt, procrastination,

fearful thinking and perfectionism comes

from and the side of your Inner Goddess,

who already knows what you want and

need. We look at how to tap into your 

 Goddess guidance system more to

access the ideas and clarity you need to

take action.

Week 3: 

Money affects every area of our lives and

has a big influence on our energy.  We 

 examine your money stories, which are

influencing your current results and

upgrade your money consciousness to be

aligned with your goals and the fees you

deserve.

Psychology of Sales:    

Our mind is far more powerful than we

know. We're creating our reality and our

results from moment to moment and

mostly, we’re totally unaware of it. We

take a look at the mechanics of Thought,

the story that's got you where you are

today and create the story that's going to

build your 'tomorrow'.

Week 4: 

We start to uncover what you think about

sales, you and sales, your offer and how

that is currently impacting your energy

and your results. Start to see sales from a

fresh perspective - one of service - which

will change your feelings, behaviour and

actions toward it.  Develop powerful,

connected relationships that incite

collaboration, friendships AND sales!

Week 5: 

What is self-doubt, what are the many

masks it shows up as to trick us into not

taking action, how do we detect it and

overcome it so we can take consistent,

courageous action.

Week 6: 

We explore the 5 most common limiting

sales beliefs that consistently stop people

from connecting, getting visible, following

up and selling naturally.  So they won't

take you down!



Swell Coach Ltd

Strategy of Sales  

There is a market out there for everybody.

If you have been given a purpose, if you

have something to say and a gift to share,

then there are people that NEED to hear

it.  We get into the details of who you’re

targeting, what their ONE problem is and

what solution you’re offering that will

speak to them AND, most importantly, we

ensure you’re energetically aligned to

create this powerful match. 

Week 7: 

We look at the MPP triangle – what do you

love and what do you excel at (passion),

what does the world need, (mission), what

can you get paid the most for,

(profession).This was the process I used to

uncover my niche, my ideal clients and my

programmes (offer)

Week 8: 

Develop your Positioning Statement that

speaks to the heart of your potential

clients and gets them curious – a powerful

lead generator to draw your 5* clients to

you

Week 9: 

We look at our 5* clients. Who are they

and what do they need? Where are the

gaps between existing clients and 5*

clients.  Create your 5* Client Prospectus,

so you can be crystal clear on who you

need to be targetting - whatever you

focus your energy and attention on

becomes your reality.

Process of Sales:    

You’ve set up a potent foundation, ready

to move the hearts and minds of your 5*

clients. Now we learn a six-step sales

process that will help you connect and

engage with them, build opportunities,

maximise conversions and create the

business, impact and income you desire. 

Week 10: 

How to generate leads naturally, in your

own style and create a living pipeline of

opportunities with your 5* clients. Learn

to guide your prospects through a sales

conversation, with a 6 step process, so

they can make an informed, empowered

decision.

Week 11: 

Learning the value in ‘No’ and in being

given objections. Learn to understand the

real objection so you can empower your

client to say yes to themselves...AND you!

Week 12: 

The Ultimate Sales Secret that very few

people know about or talk about but is

the key in becoming magnetic at drawing

your 5* clients to you; The Law of

Detachment



Swell Coach Ltd

Your time is now... 
Learn to stop fearing sales, step into your calling and serve your

5* clients with grounded certainty in your success

Feel confident while creating a living pipeline of

potential clients

Work with amazing clients who you love, who love you

and rave about you and your service to others

Create the impact you desire

Make a difference - with your clients' and to yourself

Live your purpose

Create wealth, freedom and your life by design

ONLY 4 PLACES AVAILABLE, BOOK YOURS NOW

https://linktr.ee/SalesBabe

https://linktr.ee/SalesBabe

